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write down a story in the form of 40 dialouges, desciribing a cermony 

which had recently been attend 

 

AHMAD : hey , Assalam o alikum 

HAMZA : walikum Assalam 

AHMAD : How are you hamza… 

HAZMA : I am feeling well and good. What aout you ? 

AHMAD : Ahamdulillah I am fine Thankyou. 

HAMZA : Good to hear. 

AHMAD : Did you come to the new year party yesterday?  

HAMZA : Yes I came … 

AHMAD : well I came too, did you enjoyed the new year party last night in gathering. 

HAMZA : yes a lot , It has my first party in my life that I enjoy too much out of my thinking as I  

                  imagine ever even I danced over there. 

AHAMD : yes it was an amazing new year party even I have never seen in my life like this , Well I  

had danced too 

HAMZA:  Do you know ! it was modern celebration. 

AHMAD : like how modern celebration? 

HAMZA : In many cities all over the world, spectacular fireworks displays take place as soon as 

the clock passes midnight. 

AHMAD : ohh yes, In recent years, Peshawar in Pakistan has been the host to one of the first of 

these celebrations as New Year arrives there before most other major international cities. 



HAMZA : yes exactly. 

AHMAD : Have you ever been saw before like this celebration? 

HAMZA : No, never in my life. 

AHMAD: when the time goes to near the 12:00 am it was a lot of crowed . 

HAMZA : yes, when 12:00 am run than suddenly I feel like a vibration of the crowed sound and 

in the loud voice everyone was saying HAPPY NEW YEAR. 

AHMAD: and  when 12:00 am runs the DJ person on the music and played the song in fast 

volume at that time I can’t understand how to control my self from dancing , hahaha 

HAMZA : seriously ! 

AHMAD : yes 

HAMZA : HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA  you are so funny. 

AHMAD : THANK YOU 

HAMZA : you are welcome. 

AHMAD : well What did you eat  in the party?  

HAMZA : I ate a lot of things. 

AHMAD : Like what? 

HAMZA : hmmm Pizza , shwarma and I had drink one coldrink. What about you ahmad? 

AHMAD : Well I just ate ice cream nothing else any more. 

HAMZA : Did you feel the weather last night in the ceremony ? 

AHMAD : yes, it was so cool an amazing and feel fresh blowing air and a little bit drops of Rain, 

it was feel like that I am watching dream. 

HAMZA : HAHAHAHA yea you are true I thought too that I am watching dream or what , that I 

have never ever been feel weather like this. 



 
 AHMAD : seriously it was an amazing weather. 

HAMZA : yes  you are true. 

AHMAD : Hope that the next new year party will more better then the recent. 

HAMZA : IN SHA ALLAH  if we live alive. 

AHMAD : IN SHA ALLAH . 

HAMZA: Any service for me ahmad?  

AHMAD : No thank you brother 

HAMZA : well give me permission for home might it is too late. 

AHMAD : yes it is too late you can go and  am going too. 

HAMZA : well take care ALLAH HAFIZ. 

AHMAD: Take care ALLAH HAFIZ bye ! 

  


